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The elder law field is very relevant at the present time, because so many
people are reaching retirement age at the same time. The Social Security
Administration is accepting some10,000 applications every day, and this is
due to the aging of the baby boomer generation.

If you are concerned about the future, you may want to have a discussion
with a licensed elder law attorney. When you consult with an attorney,
there are certain questions you should definitely ask, and we will cover
some of them in this paper. We will also provide some basic answers.
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HOW DO I BECOME ELIGIBLE FOR SOCIAL
SECURITY, AND WHAT IS THE
ELIGIBILITY AGE?
When you pay FICA taxes while you are working, you are paying into the
Social Security program. You can earn up to four retirement credits in a
calendar year, and in 2015, you earn one credit for every $1220 that you
earn. Four is the maximum annual accrual, regardless of the total amount
of your earnings.

Once you have accumulated at least 40 retirement credits, you will qualify
for Social Security. It is possible to begin collecting Social Security when
you are as young as 62 years of age. However, if you go this route, your
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payout will be about 25 percent less than it would have been if you had
waited until you reached your full retirement age.

The age at which you can begin to receive your full benefit will depend on
the year of your birth. If you were born in 1954 or earlier, your age of
eligibility is 66 on the nose. The age of eligibility then goes up by two
months each year, so if you were born in 1955, you would become eligible
for your full benefit two months after your 66th birthday.

This two-month per year graduation comes to a close in 1960. Those who
were born in 1960 and
after become eligible for
their full Social Security
benefit when they reach
the age of 67 under
currently existing laws.

It is also possible to delay
the submission of your
application beyond your full retirement age. If you do this, you earn delayed
retirement credits. This would equate to an eight percent increase in your
benefit for each year that you delay, but this accrual ceases when you reach
the age of 70.
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WHAT ABOUT MEDICARE?

You become eligible for Medicare coverage at the age of 65, regardless of
your year of birth, as long as you earn at least 40 retirement credits during
your working career. However, you should be aware of the fact that
Medicare does not cover everything in full.

There are deductibles, premiums, and co-payments to contend with for
things that are covered, so you should budget for these expenses in
advance. In addition to these out-of-pocket expenses, you have to be aware
of the fact that Medicare does not pay for living assistance.
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ISN'T IT UNLIKELY THAT I WILL NEED LIVING
ASSISTANCE?
In fact, it is quite likely. According to the United States Department of
Health and Human Services, 70 percent of people reaching the age of 65
will someday need long-term care.

IS LONG-TERM CARE EXPENSIVE?
Long-term care is extremely expensive around the country. We practice in
Connecticut, and the costs are higher here than they are in most of the
country. It can easily cost you over $100,000 for a year in a nursing home.
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WHAT CAN I DO IF I CANNOT PAY COMFORTABLY
OUT-OF-POCKET?
Medicaid does pay for long-term care, but it is a need-based program. You
cannot have much in your own name if you want to qualify for Medicaid to
pay for long-term care.

People often give gifts to their loved ones before they apply for Medicaid,
but you have to act in advance. There is a five-year look-back, and your
eligibility is delayed if you give away assets within five years of submitting
your application.
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SUMMARY
Elder law attorneys advise people who are planning ahead for the
eventualities of aging. You would do well to consult with an elder law
attorney if you want to be fully prepared for the contingencies that you may
face toward the end of your life.

Long-term care is one major issue, but there are others. Many elder law
attorneys offer free consultations, so you can reach out to an attorney in
your area if you are ready to take action.
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